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Citizen forecasting 2019: a big win for the
Conservatives
The recent failures of voter intention polls to predict UK election results has
led to public scepticism about the usefulness of polls. Andreas Murr, Mary
Stegmaier, and Michael S. Lewis-Beck deploy an alternative approach,
which focuses on which party opinion poll respondents expect to win the
election (rather than just on their voting intentions). This ‘voter expectations’
model predicts a solid Johnson majority, with the Conservatives gaining 360 seats, and Labour only 190.
The leading approaches to election forecasting are markets, models, and the polls. In Britain, these approaches
have been mined heavily, especially via the use of polls asking about voter intentions. However, such polling
produced gross prediction errors with respect to the size of the Conservative wins in 2015 and 2017. Should the
polls be abandoned and another methodology relied upon? We argue that the polls still have value, if the right
question is asked. Specifically, voter expectations items (“who do you think will win?”) should be used, rather than
voter intention items (“who would you vote for?”).
We base our citizen forecasting argument on theory and evidence. With regard to the former, voter expectations
incorporate information from the respondent’s social network, generally a larger group than the respondent (who
constitutes an N=1). With regard to the evidence, in a recent paper we examined eight regression equations, one
utilizing voter expectations and the other seven utilizing voter intentions, applied to monthly survey data and
election results (1950 to 2017). To assess the accuracy of the equations, we carried out step-ahead forecasts,
beginning with the 1987 election. That is, we estimate the equations on 1950 to 1983 data, using those equations to
make forecasts for the 1987 election. Next, we include the 1987 data and re-estimate the equations, in order to
make forecasts for 1992. We go forward in this way, ultimately reaching the 2017 election.
The results in Table 1, show that the voter expectations equation improves on all the voter intention equations,
sometimes by a great deal. Including all elections, voter expectations beat the best voter intention model by 7
points in terms of correctly predicting the winner. Looking at elections with constant constituency boundaries, voter
expectations improve upon the best voter intention model by 15 points in terms of correctly predicting the winner.
Also, in this case, where constituency boundaries are constant, the voter expectations equation has a perfect
prediction record, of 100 percent.
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These extensive forecast estimates, hard evidence from the last thirty years of general elections, suggest that voter
expectations before the 2019 contest should tell us a great deal about the outcome. Raw voter expectations
numbers (percentage points) from late October, appear in Table 2, alongside voter intentions. We see that, while
the Conservatives have the plurality in both camps, voter expectations show a much larger margin for the
Conservatives.

We can include these raw observations, in our prediction equations, in order to generate the forecast seat shares
shown below in Table 3, which shows our voter expectation model compared with seven different variants of voter
intention models. The voter expectations equation produces a forecast for the Conservatives of 360 seats, enough
to ensure them not only a victory, but a comfortable one. It also generates a forecast for Labour of just 190 seats.
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Note: The seven voter intention models shown here make different adjustments to ‘uniform national swing’ in projecting from opinion poll vote shares to the results
in constituencies, and they also differ in how they lag votes. To see the detailed model specifications please go to the open access copy of our paper.

All of the seven voter intention equations render a lower seat prediction for the Conservatives, with three of them
actually saying the Conservatives will fail to achieve an overall majority. At this point, of course we do not know for
certain, as these number are only forecasts. But one thing we do know is that the citizen forecast for the
Conservatives from the voter expectations equation is larger than for all the other equations, and the predicted
Labour seats number is also much the lowest in Table 3. In other words, the voter expectations model is out on a
limb. So this contest promises to be a real test of the value of the citizen forecasting approach.
___________________
This article is based on the authors’ published work in the British Journal of Political Science.
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All articles posted on this blog give the views of the author(s), and not the position of LSE British Politics and Policy,
nor of the London School of Economics and Political Science.
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